
The main challenge Liz faced was finding a multi-dimensional system that 

could be tweaked for each enrollee. The systems Intrepid had demoed 

all seemed similar; they took the paper enrollment form and simply put 

it online. Liz needed a rules-based system that could account for all the 

intricacies of complex employee benefit offerings. 
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Intrepid uses 
Employee Navigator to 
revolutionize enrollment

THE CHALLENGE

THE SOLUTION

After a call from Employee Navigator, Liz quickly knew that Employee 

Navigator was the benefits administration tool they had been searching for.  

The software allowed Intrepid to create a streamlined enrollment flow that 

was easy for employees to understand. 

It had the flexibility to support a wide range of case sizes without sacrificing 

utility or usability. It allowed Intrepid to service a wide range of clients from 

a single platform.
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THE RESULTS

Thanks to the platform’s versatility, Intrepid today has roughly 5,000 

employees on Employee Navigator. For any client with over 20 employees, 

Employee Navigator is offered as a free, value-added service. 
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Do it. You won’t regret the decision.  
You’ll get to meet great people like 
George and Kyle, and the rest of the 
Employee Navigator staff!” 

“
LIZ FRAYER, PRESIDENT, INTREPID

“What are you waiting for?” says Liz Frayer, 

President of Intrepid, an Employee Benefits consulting 

office in Atlanta, Georgia. Liz had been demoing 

employee benefits products but didn’t know how easy 

it could actually be. They were using a competitor that 

lacked the ease and efficiency Intrepid needed.

She was looking for a system that was user-friendly 

and could not find one. Liz likened platforms she 

explored to “online sheets of paper.” Sure, they listed 

the benefit selections, but there were no rules to keep 

users from selecting benefits they weren’t qualified for. 

Fundamentally, the systems lacked guidance for the 

employee. After a phone call and informative demo, 

Liz was ready to make the transition to Employee 

Navigator.  She had found her user-friendly system.
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Intrepid now works with over 100 companies, with 

over 5,000 employees on Employee Navigator, which 

has been a game changer for the 20 members of the 

Intrepid team.  The endless paperwork for an agency 

of its size and client base has been eliminated with 

Intrepid’s implementation of Employee Navigator.  The 

Intrepid team can now renew plans and update benefit 

information in a few short steps, creating more time to 

focus on customer service for their clients.  Daunting 

workloads are no longer a worry!

Intrepid makes Employee Navigator available as 

a free, value-added service to any client with over 20 

employees.  Frayer’s advice for someone on the fence 

about licensing EN is simple: “Do it. You won’t regret the 

decision.  You’ll get to meet great people like George 

and Kyle, and the rest of the Employee Navigator staff!” 

Interested in learning more?
Intrepid streamlined their benefits process and reporting by switching to Employee Navigator. Today, they 

implement the software with all groups over 20 lives.  Connect with us today to see if Employee Navigator is a 

good fit for your agency.

Book a Demo

5000+ 
EMPLOYEES ON 

EMPLOYEE NAVIGATOR
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https://www.employeenavigator.com/Demo?source=27f057a1-8d1a-4784-bef4-14571502720a

